This paper presents efficient mechanisms for activation, execution and rating that are suitable for use in BB1-style blackboard architectures. We describe a knowledge source compiler that produces match networks and demons for efficient activation and rating while compiling the entire system for increased execution speed. Experiments using the enhancements in a general-purpose blackboard shell illustrate approximately a doubling of run time speed, including an increase in activation speed by a factor of 7.6 on the average.
Introduction
The blackboard architecture is a flexible framework for implementing knowledge-based systems. It supports incremental development of solutions, integrated use of different types of knowledge at different levels of abstraction, and opportunistic lines of reasoning. This flexibility often leads to complex interrelationships among blackboard states, potential actions, and problem-solving strategies. In many blackboard systems, the processing overhead of this complexity can be high and has in the past led to blackboard systems being labeled as "slow" [1, 2] .
In rule-based systems, development of efficiency mechanisms has centered around creating variations of the Rete algorithm [3] . However, the generality of the blackboard mechanism precludes any single solution to the efficiency problem. Thus, any general efficiency enhancement for blackboard architecture will involve mechanisms for different components of the architecture. Examples of specific efficiency mechanisms include the blackboard access mechanism of GBB [4] , and an activation mechanism for BB1 [5] .
Another complication is that the blackboard architecture is particularly well-suited to complex problems that involve large amounts of data and computation (e.g. [6, 7, 8] ). In this type of problem, one goal is to control the amount of raw domain-specific computation needed to produce an answer. When the solution procedure is well-controlled, the savings in domain-specific computation time can far exceed the relatively small gains from efficiencies in the basic blackboard architecture, as in the ATOME [9] system. However, since the control knowledge is application-specific, it does not form a generalpurpose efficiency mechanism that could be incorporated at the architecture level. So despite the fact that quality of control knowledge is often the deciding factor in how fast a system runs, efficiency is, in general, a good thing and we have focused on increasing the efficiency of the underlying architecture.
In our work, we have developed a set of coordinated efficiency mechanisms that are suitable for BB1-style blackboard architectures. BB1 [10] uses a combination of eventbased and pattern-based activation and incorporates the blackboard control architecture which allows the user to dynamically construct a control plan at runtime to direct the solution procedure. The efficiency mechanisms for each of its components must interact in a coherent fashion if overall efficiency is to be improved. Our experimental results show that the efficiency mechanisms described in this paper produce approximately a doubling of the overall speed as well as a significant decrease in the average percentage of time spent in activation (from 55.8% down to 19.1%). As an aside, we have also proposed a subclass of blackboard systems that can be compiled down to the machine level by using a condensed representation. Theoretical analysis shows that the condensed system improves performance with a conservative estimate of four orders of magnitude faster.
Aspects of efficiency
From this point on we will limit our discussion to BB1-style blackboard architectures as described above. As discussed in [2] , efficiency can be improved at many levels. In this paper, we address the problem of improving the performance of blackboard systems by reducing the processing overhead-the amount of time spent by the architecture in activating, selecting and executing actions, independent of the quality of the control knowledge in the system. This is an intermediate-level approach to the problem. An example of a lower-level approach would be an efficient blackboard access mechanism as described in [4] . A higher-level approach would include domain-specific frameworks [11] or additional control mechanisms [9] .
Our approach
Our approach to the problem can be described succinctly as: can the basic execution cycle in blackboard systems be made more efficient? The execution cycle has three main phases: agenda maintenance, scheduling, and knowledge source execution. The research reported in this paper covers all three phases of the execution cycle.
Agenda maintenance was a particularly weak aspect of the original BB1 implementation and often consumed more processing time than knowledge source execution [2, 10] . Interestingly, the same complaint was raised about early rule-based systems, leading to development of the Rete class of activation networks [3] .
Scheduling (rating and selecting an active knowledge source for execution) is a problem specific to variations of the blackboard control architecture. The original efficiency enhancements to control mechanisms in BB1 were not integrated with activation, although they were affected by it [5, 10] . We have developed a completely new low-level mechanism for scheduling that is integrated with the activation mechanism.
When measuring efficiency, it is very helpful (almost essential) to have a common set of benchmark programs and a common base language in which to run them. Since there has been limited work on efficiency of blackboard systems, none of these items existed when we began our research. In this paper we describe BBL, a low-level blackboard language we developed that can be used in any BB1-style application. It can be characterized as a blackboard assembly language into which existing programs can be translated. We then developed several benchmark programs in this language and used them in our tests.
Related Work
As mentioned above, previous efforts to implement efficient blackboard architectures have been at three different levels. At the lowest level, blackboard structures are designed to optimize storage and retrieval of blackboard objects, as in the GBB system [1, 4] . The GBB blackboard architecture increases execution efficiency by enhancing mechanisms for accessing and retrieving blackboard objects. In GBB, the user specifies the structure of the blackboard in detail. GBB can then pre-compile access routines for blackboard objects. Pre-compilation greatly increases the speed of atomic blackboard operations. Results show that GBB-style blackboard operations are sufficiently fast for most current blackboard-based expert systems.
At a high level, blackboard implementations by [12, 13, 14, 15] have explored distributed and parallel implementations of blackboard systems. These approaches apply concurrency to blackboard access, agenda maintenance, scheduling, and/or knowledge source execution. In general, these approaches have been encouraging and should yield significant increases in execution speed when the underlying hardware and software environments mature.
Hearsay-II [16] had several intermediate-level approaches to efficiency, including knowledge source compilation and demon-based activation. If architecture-level efficiency can not satisfy deadlines of a real-time system, the implementation might need to resort to approximate methods to obtain a "good enough" solution [17] . Although such a satisficing control cycle [18] requires architecture-level modifications, it is specific to certain real-time systems, so we do not deal with it here.
Overview of the Paper
In Section 2, we describe the BB1-style blackboard architecture and define BBL, the lowlevel blackboard language used for our test systems. Section 3 introduces the basic methods used in our efficiency mechanisms: knowledge source compilation, match networks, demons and condensation. The details of implementing the first three methods, how they are coordinated and tested are described in Section 4. Section 5 discusses efficiency mechanisms using a condensation method to a subclass of BB1-style systems and analyses the resulting performance. Section 6 summarizes the results of our paper.
BB1-style Blackboard Architectures
We now provide an overview of the blackboard architecture, focusing on areas where efficiency is a concern. Most implementations of the blackboard architecture provide knowledge sources for execution, a mixture of frame-based and semantic network representation methods, and a general mechanism for control of reasoning. The knowledge representation component in a blackboard system is the blackboard. Blackboards contain objects, the basic unit of representation. Blackboard objects represent domain knowledge, control knowledge, or constructs such as knowledge sources. A blackboard is usually partitioned into levels containing related objects. A blackboard object is a frame-like structure that has attributes and links to other objects. An application may have multiple blackboards, each containing multiple levels, with multiple objects at each level.
In a blackboard system the knowledge source is the basic unit of execution, similar to productions or rules in a production system. The action of a knowledge source makes one or more changes to the blackboard. Typical changes include creating or deleting a blackboard object, changing the value of an attribute, or creating a link between two objects. Each change to the blackboard is registered by the architecture as an event.
A knowledge source is triggered by an event described in its trigger conditions. When such an event occurs, the knowledge source is activated and one or more activations are created as appropriate for the context in which the knowledge source was triggered. Each activation, called a KSA, is then placed on the agenda of potential actions.
The agenda has two parts: the triggered agenda and the executable agenda. Only KSAs on the executable agenda are eligible for execution. A knowledge source contains state-based conditions that affect its status on the agenda. Its preconditions determine whether the KSA is executable. A KSA may move back and forth between the two parts of the agenda as the state of its preconditions varies in response to changes on the blackboard. A knowledge source also has obviation conditions. If these become true while the KSA is on the agenda, it is removed from the agenda and permanently discarded. The only other way for a KSA to leave the agenda is when it is selected for execution.
The component responsible for selecting KSAs for execution is the scheduler. It uses control knowledge to select the best KSA available on each cycle. The control knowledge is stored on a control blackboard.
The blackboard execution cycle
Various blackboard architectures have been implemented, including Hearsay-II [16, 19] , AGE [20] , BB1 [10, 21] , GBB [1, 4] and ERASMUS [22] (see [23] for detailed descriptions of these and other blackboard architectures). Different architectures have various design emphases. For example, one of the original goals for design of the Hearsay-II speech understanding architecture was to obtain high performance by exploiting parallelism while the BB1 design focused on generalization of control capabilities of the blackboard system [23, 16, 6] . Though these blackboard systems share the same basic highlevel execution cycle, their design goals result in variations of low-level descriptions of the basic execution cycle. For example, Hearsay-II introduced an agenda-based architecture for control. On each cycle, it enumerates the set of executable knowledge source actions on an agenda. It does not distinguish between triggered and executable agendas whereas BB1 does. Thus, classes of blackboard systems like Hearsay-II or GBB do not have the same low-level basic execution cycles as BB1. Since our work is based on the BB1 architecture, we can apply our approach to any BB1-style blackboard architecture.
As the system runs, knowledge sources are activated and placed on the agenda. The scheduler uses control knowledge to select the next knowledge source to execute. The system routine that manages execution is called the execution cycle. Each execution cycle includes the following steps:
• Execute the actions of a KSA, producing changes to blackboard objects.
• Update the agenda: trigger (activate) all knowledge sources whose trigger conditions are satisfied by the events produced by the most recently-executed KSA. When activated, a knowledge source generates one or more KSAs. Each triggered KSA becomes executable when its preconditions are satisfied by the current contents of the blackboards (the blackboard state).
• Select the executable KSA that best satisfies the current control plan on the control blackboard (scheduling). At runtime the execution cycle activates and executes knowledge sources using their conditions and actions, as in the BB1 execution cycle shown in Figure 1 . There are several places where a naive implementation of the execution cycle can encounter efficiency problems. In Step 1, every event of the last cycle must be compared against the trigger conditions of every knowledge source. In Steps 2 and 3, every KSA must have its preconditions and obviation conditions checked to verify its status. In Step 4, the scheduler must rate every executable KSA by the elements of the current control plan. We will describe Step 4 in more detail in Section 4.2.
In our experience, agenda management (Steps 1 and 2) involves considerable overhead when the agenda contains more than a handful of KSAs. Although BB1 contains some ad-hoc efficiency enhancements, areas for improvement can be identified. For example, when the executable agenda contains more than seven KSAs, agenda maintenance slows noticeably. Since some BB1 applications have dozens of KSAs on the executable agenda, this is an important area to address. We will show in Section 5 how our architecture overcomes these and other problems.
A blackboard language BBL
Many blackboard systems share the same basic execution cycle but have no common language. As a foundation for the development of efficient processing mechanisms, we present BBL, a language for blackboard architectures. BBL is domain independent and easily parsed. It has explicit representations for events, actions, and states, and corresponds directly to the low-level actions and activation mechanisms in blackboard systems.
In the following sections, variables bound at runtime are denoted by names starting with a '?', e.g. ?object. A subcomponent of any component is specified by concatenating the name of the component, a dot, and the name of the subcomponent. For example, a level (subcomponent of a blackboard) is specified by blackboard-name.levelname.
An attribute of an object is fully specified as blackboard.level.object.attribute-name. The two notations can be combined to specify an attribute of a variable representing an object, e.g. ?obj.status.
Syntax and semantics
We now describe BBL sentences representing actions, event-based conditions, state-based conditions and context generators.
Actions
The action of a knowledge source can create or delete a blackboard object, change the value of an attribute, or create or destroy a link between two objects. Actions are expressed using the syntax shown below. The meaning of actions 1 through 5 are straightforward. For example, we use action 1 to add an object to a certain level. The object will be assigned the specified attributes and links with their corresponding values. Action 6 binds a local variable in the KSA. Action 7 evaluates an expression in a lower-level language (e.g. LISP). It is used to perform non-blackboard operations and does not create an event.
Event-based conditions
Each change to the blackboard creates an event. The event will trigger a knowledge source if it satisfies the knowledge source's trigger condition. The statements that describe event-based conditions are based on the previously introduced action statements. Trigger conditions are represented as follows. Condition 1 is true if an object of the given name was created at the given level of the blackboard. Conditions 2 through 5 can be interpreted similarly. Notice that although creating an object with one attribute and one link can be accomplished with one action statement, it will cause three separate events, represented by event-based conditions 1, 3 and 4 respectively. Names of blackboard components and variables can be intermixed in these conditions. The effect is to match, perform bindings, and check the value of the condition at the same time. For example, the ADDED trigger condition can take four different forms:
The second form, the most common, is used to detect an ADD event at a certain level and will bind the name of the new object to the ?machine variable. The fourth form would match any ADD event.
State-based conditions
State-based conditions take the forms below. They are used in preconditions, obviation conditions of knowledge sources and may be used in trigger conditions subject to the restrictions given in Section 2.2.2. On the agenda, the status of the KSA instantiated from a triggered knowledge source can change dynamically according to the current state of the blackboard. Condition 1 is true if every predicate in the statement is true. The predicate can be any arbitrary expression and normally checks the value of an attribute or link. Conditions 2 and 3 are used to retrieve characteristics of a level or blackboard. For example, the condition (LEVEL-STATE blackboard.level OBJECTS ?objs) will construct a list of all objects at level blackboard.level and bind it to the local variable ?objs. The condition is satisfied if the list of objects is non-empty. If NUMBER-OF-OBJECTS is used instead of OBJECTS, the variable ?objs will be bound to the number of objects in the given level. If we use the third option in Condition 2, the variable will be bound to the blackboard that the given level belongs to. Condition 3 gives similar results for blackboards. Condition 4 binds local variables as in Action type 6.
Context generators
The number of KSAs to be instantiated when a knowledge source is triggered depends on the number of applicable contexts. The list of contexts is generated by the context generator of each knowledge source as shown below.
FOR EACH <var-list> FROM <context-list>
The variables in var-list are assigned values from the context-list and a KSA is generated for each variable-context pair.
Restrictions and assumptions
The use of conditions and actions are governed by the following restrictions and assumptions. These minor restrictions help create an efficient execution mechanism and do not hinder development of applications.
Any bound variable representing an object is bound to the long (fully-specified)
name of the object. 
An illustrated example
The example knowledge source in Figure 2 uses many of BBL components described above. If a machine in an automated factory breaks down, components being fed to the broken machine must be rerouted to an alternate machine. The trigger conditions illustrate a common mixture of event-based and state-based conditions. The precondition verifies that there is a working alternate machine available. The obviation conditions take effect if the machine is fixed before the knowledge source can execute. 
Extension to higher-level languages
It is simple to define domain-specific actions using the basic set of actions above. In the factory control example, the user might want to define an action such as (activate <machine>). The activate action can be translated to the action (CHANGE status OF <machine> TO 'ACTIVE) using a simple translation template. Similar templates can be defined for states and events. This technique can be used to construct the syntactic components of reasoning frameworks such as ACCORD [11] .
Efficiency Mechanisms
Common techniques for gaining efficiency in AI architectures include pattern-matching networks, compilation, and demons. We will now briefly describe each technique.
Match networks, Compilation and Demons
Most pattern-matching-based AI architectures spend a large percentage of their processing time in pattern-matching [24, 25] . Development of the RETE pattern-matching network was a major advance in reducing the overhead of production systems. A RETE network is built by parsing the conditions (LHS) of a set of productions and constructing a network with two parts. The match part detects when working memory elements (WME) match a single pattern in a condition. The join part detects when the entire condition is satisfied. Each terminal node in the join network corresponds to a production. Whenever a WME is added, deleted, or modified, the WME is passed through the network. If a terminal node is activated, its production is activated and placed in the conflict set. In this way, the matching process is updated only when there is a change in a WME. Furthermore, by storing the matching information in the network, pattern-matching networks eliminate redundant computation from matching the same patterns that occur in different productions. Every production system uses some variation of RETE [26] as an efficient activation mechanism.
As is well known, compiled code executes as much as one hundred times faster than interpreted code, so compiling knowledge sources into lower-level functions will increase execution speed. Additionally, compiling a pattern matching network can improve match times by about 15% [27] .
A demon is a small process that is activated by a specific change to working memory. Normally, demons are executed as soon as they are activated, thus bypassing any agenda processing. They have been used previously in blackboard systems. Poligon [8] , a parallel, distributed blackboard system, uses demons to directly invoke rules. The demons are usually attached to attributes and watch for a change in the value of the attribute. However Poligon was designed to operate without global control and does not have an agenda per se. While Poligon uses demons to direct execution, we will use demons for agenda maintenance and action rating.
An overview of our approach
To construct efficient general mechanisms for blackboard systems, we apply the three techniques described. Our approach is based on two efficiency schemes applied to knowledge sources: compilation and condensation. We now give an overview for each scheme which leads to efficiency mechanisms described in more details in Sections 4 and 5. A knowledge source compiler processes knowledge sources and compiles their conditions and actions into a lower-level language (e.g. LISP, C or C++). The compiler requires that the knowledge sources be written in a simple blackboard language described in Section 2.2. It produces the discrimination network for triggering, the activation demons and control demons, and compiles the actions and conditions of the knowledge sources. Through an analysis of the conditions, it generates a set of activation demons for each knowledge source. Additional code is added to each compiled KS to instantiate and remove demons at the appropriate times. Figure 3 illustrates the compilation process. At runtime, each KSA has a set of local variable bindings that differentiate it from other instances of the same knowledge source. The conditions and actions of the knowledge source are compiled into functions that accept the set of variable bindings for the particular KSA being evaluated. The discriminant network and demons make activation more efficient, while compiling the entire system increases execution speed.
Knowledge source condensation
There is a subclass of blackboard systems which we reduce knowledge sources to a condensed form in which relatively complex blackboard references are replaced by simple vector references. A similar form of condensation is used in the OPS5 systems [24] . We show how to efficiently activate and execute the condensed form which substantially reduces processing time. This method is applicable to a class of blackboard applications called "pure" blackboard systems, in which all blackboard references are bound at compile time. Section 5 describes this efficient representation of knowledge sources in more details.
Efficient Blackboard Mechanisms
We now describe efficient techniques applied to the major components of blackboard systems. We use demons for efficient state-based activation and rating, a discrimination network for efficient event-based activation, and compilation for efficient execution.
Activation
As described in Section 2.1, activation in blackboard systems is a two-stage process. The initial event-based activation generates activations, or KSAs, from knowledge sources. In the second stage, the state-based preconditions of a KSA must be satisfied for it to be eligible for execution.
Event-based discrimination network
Event-based activation (triggering) involves comparing a number of events against the trigger conditions of each knowledge source on each execution cycle. In our approach, the trigger conditions are compiled into a discrimination network, much like the match part of a RETE network. We require that trigger conditions bind variables when they are first referenced. This simple restriction eliminates the need for the join part of the RETE network and makes trigger conditions equivalent to a knowledge representation mechanism known as access paths [28] . Access paths provide a well-defined semantics for ordering conjunctive queries so that knowledge base access is contained and controlled, and therefore is more efficient. In our mechanism, the discrimination network uses the event type, event level, attribute and/or link as the match keys at its branch points. The leaf nodes of the network are knowledge sources. The discrimination network is produced by the knowledge source compiler.
Each cycle the events of the last cycle are passed through the discrimination network. If a knowledge source's node is activated (i.e. an event was accepted by the network), its state-based trigger conditions (if any) are checked and one or more KSAs are generated using the knowledge source's context. The discrimination network improves efficiency by reducing the number of comparisons needed to match events with trigger conditions. For additional speed, our network is compiled into functional form rather than maintained as a data structure.
State-based activation (agenda maintenance)
Like production systems, state-based activation in blackboard systems often consumes much more processing time than knowledge source execution. A typical application has dozens of KSAs on the agenda, each with several preconditions. The task of an efficient architecture is to check preconditions only when their values may have changed. Our improved system must do this without sacrificing any flexibility in the architecture. We have determined that a demon-based architecture can provide a very large decrease in activation time while maintaining the generality of the architecture.
In BB1, a KSA can be in one of several states. If every precondition is true, it is executable, otherwise it is triggered. A KSA also has obviation conditions. If they ever become true, the KSA is permanently removed from the agenda and it becomes obviated. Thus, the Agenda Manager must continually check both preconditions and obviation conditions of many KSAs.
The state of each precondition depends on the state of one or more blackboard components (levels, objects, attributes, etc.) which may or may not change state from cycle to cycle. Our efficient mechanism eliminates unnecessary precondition checking by rechecking only those preconditions whose referenced components have changed from a previous cycle. Thus we obtain optimal precondition checks. As illustrated in Figure 4 , the states of four preconditions of a KSA fluctuate over six execution cycles, but need to be checked twelve times, instead of twenty-four. BB1 currently uses ad-hoc mechanisms to improve efficiency. However, it performs sixteen precondition checks; 33% more precondition checks than an optimal mechanism would and yet producing less accurate information about their actual state [5] . Moreover, for executable KSAs, BB1 rechecks all of the preconditions every cycle. Thus, if the executable agenda contains many KSAs that are always executable, BB1 wastes a large amount of time uselessly checking preconditions that never change. This situation can be illustrated by setting the precondition values of Figure 4 all true. BB1 would perform twenty-four precondition evaluations, while an efficient mechanism would make only four (i.e. one check for each precondition in the first cycle). Our implementation uses a demon-based mechanism to indicate which conditions need to be rechecked. A state-based condition must, by definition, reference some item on a blackboard. A condition, then, must be reevaluated when that blackboard item is modified. A demon on a blackboard item can note a relationship between the item and a precondition of a KSA, thus providing a way to notify the architecture when a condition must be rechecked. The appropriate location for a demon can be noted by a knowledge source compiler, thus relieving the user of the need to create and place them. A potential disadvantage of this method is the overhead of adding and removing demons as KSAs are created and disposed. However, we will show in Section 6.2 that demon-based activation produces a large decrease in activation time for every tested application.
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The compiler produces demon templates that are instantiated when their corresponding KSAs are instantiated. In the example of Figure 5 , when KSA-k is instantiated and one of its local variables is bound to Object-i, the demon ♠ is instantiated and placed on Object-i. When Object-i is modified by the execution of KSA-j, the demon is activated to cause the third precondition of KSA-k to be evaluated. The actual evaluation of the precondition is delayed until the agenda maintenance phase of the execution cycle. The activation signal is also passed to the superior of the demon's location. For example, a change to the value of an attribute is also a change to the object, which is a change to its level, which is a change to the blackboard containing the level. Demons could be activated at any point along the signal's path. Demons are removed whenever a KSA is executed or obviated. Section 4.4 shows the time improvements obtained using this mechanism.
Control
In a blackboard system, control is the process of selecting the next action or actions to execute. In agenda-based systems, control has two parts: rating and scheduling. Rating assigns a priority to each executable KSA. Scheduling selects a KSA and queues it for execution. There are many factors affecting the efficiency of control, including the size of the agenda, the complexity and number of rating functions, and the frequency with which actions must be re-rated. See [2] for more details. In this section we develop mechanisms for efficiently handling complex rating functions that deal with a potentially large agenda.
Scheduling
The scheduler selects an action from the agenda and queues it for execution. Usually the selected action is the highest-priority action, but with a flexible control module, the actual criteria for selection are user-definable. For most situations, a sorted agenda would seem to be an appropriate data structure.
However, when we implemented a sorted agenda in BB1, we found that the execution time of the system increased by 10% even though the time to retrieve the highest-priority item was significantly reduced. In most systems, all of the actions do not need to be sorted-only the highest-priority action needs to be identified. The unnecessary sorting of lower-priority actions performs unnecessary computation that simply wastes time. Thus, we have found that a simple linear search on an unsorted agenda provides the best performance for a scheduler.
The BB1 rating mechanism
The Rater applies rating functions from active control elements in the control plan to executable KSAs. A control blackboard represents control elements in three levels: strategy, focus and heuristic. Strategies and foci focus attention on certain parts of problem whereas heuristics contain rating functions for the KSAs of interest. Control elements can be dynamic or static. A dynamic control element is one whose rating criterion is state-dependent, potentially causing its ratings to change each cycle. During the control phase each control element in the current control plan rates every new KSA, and each dynamic control element re-rates every executable KSA. To rate each executable KSA, the Rater first finds corresponding operative foci, the dynamic foci, and checks if there is any event that adds new rating criteria or changes a criterion. The rating proceeds as follows. 
RATE-KSA

end-if
Prioritize(KSA)
end-for
The Rater must rate new executable KSAs, re-rate KSAs when there is a new control element or when a control element is modified, and remove ratings from existing KSAs when a control element is deactivated. Additionally, the rater re-rates every KSA by dynamic control elements every cycle. There is potentially a lot of redundant computation in rating, especially when dynamic control is used. Our goal is to reduce the number of KSAs that are repeatedly re-rated unnecessarily by using demons to relate control elements to specific KSAs.
Demon-based rating
Similar to the way demons can be used to associate blackboard items with state-based preconditions, it is also possible to associate blackboard items with control elements used in rating KSAs. A well-designed control element focuses on a certain part of the solution state. If the relevant part of the solution state changes, KSAs that are related to that part of the solution state will need to be re-rated. These KSAs can be located by following activation demons (♠) from the objects in the solution state. The control elements that need to re-rate these KSAs can be located by following control demons (♥) from the same objects. The Rater is then notified that certain KSAs need to be rated by certain control elements.
In the example of Figure 6 , Object-i has an activation demon to KSA-k and a control demon to dynamic control element CE-i. If Object-i is modified, the demon tells CE-i to re-rate KSA-k. During the rating phase of the execution cycle, the Rater processes activated control demons, much like the demon-based agenda mechanism described above. The demon has two processing modes: rate or unrate. The former mode rates the KSA by the CE and the latter deletes any ratings by the CE. There are five situations in which a KSA needs to be rated:
1. New KSA: When placing new agenda demons, check for any control demons in the same location. If they exist, activate them to rate the new KSA.
New CE:
When placing control demons, check for any agenda demons in the same location. If they exist, activate the new control demons to rate the existing KSAs. 3. CE deleted: Remove any associated control demons while checking for agenda demons in the same location. If they exist, activate the control demon one last time to unrate the existing KSAs. 4. CE modified: If a CE is modified so that its rating criterion or weight has changed, it will be necessary to re-rate any associated KSAs. This is handled by operations 2 and 3 above. 5. BB modified: If a blackboard object changes, activate its associated control demons.
Notice that the demon-based rating mechanism depends on the existence of the demon-based activation mechanism. Since the two mechanisms are closely related, the actual implementation of the rating mechanism was very simple. However, while it is fairly easy to write knowledge sources in such a way that the compiler can determine where to place activation demons, it is not as easy to construct "knowledge source independent" control knowledge. The appropriate methods of structuring control knowledge to ensure that it can operate in this manner require further research.
Execution
We improve the efficiency of executing the actions (Step 5 of Figure 1 ) of a knowledge source by the simple expedient of compiling the actions. The compiler also inserts code into the actions to place and remove activation and control demons. The speed increase from compilation is related to the complexity of the actions. As will be shown in Section 4.4, our test applications, which have fairly trivial actions, do not show a large increase in execution speed.
Since demon activation and removal occurs during execution, it is possible for the overhead of these operations to increase the execution time of some systems. In our test systems, the overhead was noticeable, but barely so. The extra overhead was negligible compared to the decrease in time spent in activation.
Experimental results
We used three applications to study the effects of the new efficiency mechanisms, presented in Section 4, in BB1. The first, TSP, is a heuristic solution of a 10-city traveling salesman problem that has previously been used to benchmark BB1. The other two applications, TEST-T and TEST-E are designed to test the effect of the enhancements on different agenda characteristics. Both applications always have twenty active KSAs. TEST-T has nineteen KSAs on the triggered agenda and one KSA on the executable agenda.
TEST-E keeps all twenty KSAs on the executable agenda every cycle. TSP uses a small amount of control knowledge, while the other two applications use no control. Figure 7 summarizes the characteristics of the benchmark applications where the number of demons is small (≤ 50), medium (> 50 but ≤ 100) and large (> 100). Furthermore, we classify the size of control knowledge and executable or triggered agenda to be small (for ≤ 15 KSAs) and large (> 15 KSAs). The largest size in our experiments was 47 KSAs in the executable agenda for the TSP. We measured the time spent in the agenda maintenance, control, and execution phases of the execution cycle as well as the total time of run as shown in Figure 8 (see also [29] ). Included in the execution time is the cost of demon activation and the overhead of instantiating and removing demons. It is hard to determine demon-processing time without detailed monitoring since demons are activated at execution time but they are placed on a queue and processed during the agenda maintenance and control phases, respectively. However, the cost of demon-processing appears to be a minor expense. All timed runs were made on a single-user Sun IPC running Lucid Common LISP and BB1 v2.5. The times labeled eff-1 show the improvement gained by implementing only the efficient activation mechanism. The times labeled eff-2 include both the efficient activation and the efficient control mechanisms. Figure 9 shows the run times of all three applications. Figure 9a shows the runtime of TSP in standard BB1 and in new implementations using the efficiency mechanisms described in this paper. TSP runs for 17 execution cycles, so the overall runtime is relatively short. With its current ad-hoc efficiency mechanisms, standard BB1 has better performance when its agenda contains many triggered KSAs than when its agenda contains many executable KSAs. Because TSP maintains a large executable agenda and has a lot of movement to and from different parts of the agenda, the large increase in agenda maintenance speed using the demon-based architecture is not a surprise. Notice the slight increase in execution time when the demon-based control mechanism is used. This is the effect of the demon activation overhead. Overall, as shown in Figure 8 , the total speed increases by an average factor of 2.3. Figure 9b shows the runtime of the TEST-T application in standard BB1 and the new implementations. TEST-T maintains a large triggered agenda and a small executable agenda and runs for 100 execution cycles. The standard BB1 handles this situation relatively well, so we should expect our new mechanism to have a relatively smaller impact on the performance of TEST-T than on the performance of the other applications.
TSP
TEST-T and TEST-E
Despite this, the performance increase for TEST-T is quite large. As shown in Figure 8 , the average percentage of time spent in agenda maintenance decreases from approximately 48% to about 14%. This gives an increase in agenda maintenance speed and overall runtime speed by average factors of 7.4 and 2.1, respectively. Notice that in standard BB1 agenda maintenance consumes a much larger amount of time than the control and execution phases, while in the new implementation, it consumes much less time. Figure 9c compares the runtime of the TEST-E application in standard BB1 and in the new implementations. TEST-E maintains a large executable agenda, an empty triggered agenda, and runs for 50 execution cycles. As expected, the results for TEST-E are similar to those of TEST-T, with as good or better improvement in agenda maintenance time. Overall, as shown in Figure 8 , the results from our three benchmark programs show that the average percentage of time spent in agenda maintenance drastically decreased from 55.8% to 19.1%. Agenda maintenance speed and total speed increase by average factors of 7.6 and 2.5, respectively. Applications with more complex knowledge source actions will show a larger decrease in execution time, while those with a large amount of complex, dynamic control will show a larger decrease in control time.
Overall results
Agenda
A final example demonstrates that the results are consistent for larger applications. As described above, TEST-E maintains an executable agenda of 20 KSAs. In a final test, we ran TEST-E in modes using 20, 40, and 80 KSAs, producing the total run times shown in Figure 10 . As the graph shows, the total runtime of the new implementation managing eighty KSAs is approximately two-thirds of the total runtime of the old implementation managing only twenty KSAs.
Efficiency through Condensation for Pure Blackboard Systems
Pure Blackboard Systems -Definitions and preliminaries
Definition 1.
A pure blackboard system is a conventional blackboard system, as defined in Section 2, with the following assumptions: 1) all links are unidirectional, 2) the set of attribute names of any blackboard object can not overlap its set of link names, and 3) knowledge source conditions and actions must reference blackboard objects directly by name. In other words, there can be no anonymous references [1] . This precludes knowledge sources of pure blackboard systems from containing local variables, including those normally used in contexts.
The first two assumptions can be made without loss of generality to simplify implementation of the algorithms described in Section 5.2. The third restriction is the primary difference between pure systems and conventional systems, and is the foundation of the increased efficiency provided by this method.
Definition 2.
A deterministic system is a system whose sequence of low-level actions is invariant over different runs of the system. Here, deterministic means a fine-grained determinism. Figure 11 shows the classifications of blackboard applications. If a sequence of low-level actions at run time of a pure blackboard application is identical from run to run then the application system is deterministic. Otherwise it is non-deterministic. On the other hand, a deterministic system might or might not have anonymous references. However, determinism allows one to trace the execution and replace all local variables by the values obtained at runtime. Hence, any deterministic blackboard application using anonymous references can be converted into a pure blackboard system. Thus, we obtain Proposition 1 and the corresponding fact that any deterministic blackboard application is pure, as illustrated in Figure 11 .
Proposition 1. The class of deterministic blackboard application systems is a subset of a class of pure blackboard systems.
While eliminating contexts and local variables in pure systems may appear to be too restrictive, we have merely eliminated a useful development technique, not a required feature. When an application is finished or when development flexibility can be waived, many applications, including all deterministic systems as described above, can be transformed into pure blackboard systems. During the transformation, conventional knowledge sources that activate in different contexts and whose local variables are assigned different values in different instantiations are mapped into multiple pure knowledge sources.
Knowledge sources in a pure blackboard system are called pure knowledge sources. They are like conventional knowledge sources, except that they have neither contexts nor local variables. As in a conventional blackboard system, the knowledge source's actions can create new objects, delete existing objects, assign new values to an attribute, or link one object to another. In this paper we restrict the syntax of condition and action clauses in pure knowledge sources to the language defined in Section 2.2.
Definition 3.
An Event/State/Action (ESA) vector is a vector representing potential blackboard events, states, and actions of a set of knowledge sources. Each element of an ESA vector is a triple of the form (t, l, v) for some type t, label l and value v. Figure 12 illustrates some possible types and corresponding labels and values. Since the type and label do not change at runtime, we often display an ESA vector using just the value of each element. As an example, Figure 13 shows both methods of displaying an example ESA vector X. 
Definition 4.
The blackboard reference vector R is defined to be an ESA vector with entries representing every unique reference to a level name, attribute name, or link name in a system. The contents of R are determined by statically analyzing the knowledge sources prior to runtime. The next section illustrates an example of the R vector.
Efficiency using condensed KSes
We will now describe the condensed KSes and how this representation provides efficient activation and execution for pure blackboard systems. The performance analysis will be given in Section 5.3.
Condensing KSes
In the condensed form, each field of a knowledge source is replaced by a single ESA vector. Each field's vector is based on the R vector for the set of knowledge sources, so each vector has the same size and the same type and label components, but different values. Figure 14 shows two example pure knowledge sources, each containing four fields: Trigger Conditions (TC), Preconditions (PC), Obviation Conditions (OC) and Action (A). The R vector of the two knowledge sources shown in the bottom part of Figure 10 contains six elements representing the one level reference and five attribute references present in the knowledge sources. In Figure 14 , the symbols P, s and St refer to patient, symptom and status, respectively. Entry 1 is from the trigger condition of analyzefever and Entry 2 is from its precondition. Entry 2 also represents the action of analyze-fever as well as the trigger condition and part of the precondition of hypothesize-flu. Entries 3 through 5 are from the precondition of hypothesize-flu and Entry 6 is from its action. Figure 15 shows the condensed forms of the two sample knowledge sources. The knowledge sources can be condensed by a two pass algorithm. Pass 1 scans the knowledge sources to determine the contents of the R vector. Pass 2 creates condensed knowledge sources by storing four copies of the R vector in the four fields of each condensed knowledge source. It then specializes the four field vectors of each knowledge source by scanning the knowledge sources again. For more details see [30] . We now use the condensed representation of knowledge sources to speed up the ACTIVA-TION step of the execution cycle shown in Figure 1 . Since we know the values of all actions and trigger conditions, we can determine before runtime which knowledge sources will be activated when any given knowledge source is executed. We can build an activation graph by comparing the action of each knowledge source to the trigger condition of every other knowledge source and see whether the action matches the trigger condition. All knowledge sources whose trigger conditions match the action become children of the action's knowledge source in the activation graph. Figure 16a illustrates an example of an activation graph where the action of KS1 creates an event that triggers KS2 and KS3. Similarly, the action of KS2 triggers KS5 and the action of KS3 triggers KS4 and KS5 whose action in turn triggers KS4. Figure 16b shows an activation graph produced from the condensed knowledge sources obtained in Figure 15 . The action of analyzefever creates an event noting a change to the status of P.s.Fever which matches the trigger condition of hypothesize-flu. To use the activation graph we revise Step 1 of the execution cycle from Figure 1 and add an initialization step, as shown in Figure 17 . In Section 5.3.1 we will analyze how the modified execution cycle using an activation graph improves efficiency of activation in conventional blackboard systems like BB1.
Activating condensed KSes
Executing condensed KSes
When dealing with condensed knowledge sources, we can express the basic execution cycle more formally and succinctly in terms of set and vector operations. For example, in the conventional execution cycle, the operation of checking a precondition involves executing some code (usually via the LISP interpreter) to perform a blackboard retrieval and then evaluating a predicate. In the condensed version, the same step involves comparing a condensed knowledge source's precondition ESA vector against the global blackboard state vector S. As we will show in Section 5.3, this results in a tremendous reduction in execution time.
We use two vector operations: match and overlay denoted by the symbols ⊗ and ⊕, respectively. Match is a pairwise comparison of the value components of the two vectors; it returns TRUE if they all match (see details in [31] ). Overlay incorporates the contents of one ESA vector to the other, as when the actions of a knowledge source are written into the global blackboard state vector. For X ⊕ Y, every non-φ element of X is copied to the corresponding element of Y and the overlay operation returns Y. The two vector operations described here can be executed in linear time on a standard computer and in constant time on a vector-based computer. T := T ∪ X ∪ AG.activations(KS x )
. [EXECUTE]
S := S ⊕ KS x .Actions Analogous to the activation graph, it may be possible to construct an execution graph by computing the transitive closure (or similar transform) of the activation graph. If an execution graph were available, one could optimize steps 3 and 4 of the execution cycle.
Analysis and efficiency results from condensation
To understand how a condensed representation improves the efficiency of activation and execution in a blackboard system, we compare the time complexity of execution through condensation and the conventional execution method.
The number of knowledge sources The number of fields in each knowledge source The average number of conditions per field The length of the ESA vector for a system The average time to retrieve a blackboard object The average time to retrieve a vector element The number of cycles a system runs The scheduling time per cycle One important distinction between the analyses of the two approaches is that a comparison operation in a pure, condensed system is an operation on vector elements whereas in the conventional system it involves a blackboard retrieval. This makes the comparison operation in our system, in general, much more efficient than the conventional one even though the time complexities of both systems are of the same order. In BB1, most of the triggering is done by the discrimination net and subsequent retrieval by the user is optional. We assume that our work applies to systems that allow retrieval as part of triggering. The variables used in our analysis are shown in Figure 20 .
Time analysis
Condensing KSes
As described in Section 5.2.1, in condensing knowledge sources, the first step is to determine the contents of the R vector. Each field of each condition of each knowledge source is parsed and the corresponding triple is inserted into the R vector if it is not already there. By using a hash table implementation for the ESA vector, the insertion takes a constant time and the time complexity of this step is of order O(nfk). The second step is to create a condensed form of each knowledge source. First, copy the R vector obtained previously into each field (i.e. TC, PC, OC and A) of each condensed knowledge source; this takes time of order O(fL). Then store the value of each parsed condition or action into the corresponding field vector, which takes time of order O(nfk). As a consequence, the time complexity of condensing is of order O(f(nk + L)). The condensing algorithm and a more detailed analysis can be found in [30, 32] .
Activation
The complexity of constructing an activation graph is of order O(n 2 ) and retrieving the children of a given node in an activation graph takes constant time. Thus, the time complexity of Step 0 [INITIALIZATION] of Figure 17 , is of order O(f(nk + L) + n 2 .
An activation step in BB1 checks every knowledge source against every event satisfying the trigger conditions and generate a KSA for every context. Thus for a system with n knowledge sources, C execution cycles, and, on the average, k conditions for each context and trigger condition, the activation time is approximately Cbnk 2 . Compared to the time spent in activation in BB1, activation in our approach takes only constant time, and is thus more efficient than BB1 activation. Furthermore, it must be stressed that the time unit of complexity in BB1 is a blackboard access, while in our system it is a vector access. As a result, all of our operations are inherently faster by a large constant factor (at least four orders of magnitude, compared to results in [16] ). Thus, even though the initialization step might seem to take more time than BB1, the actual cost is quite small compared to BB1 because of the above factor and the fact that it only needs to be computed once while BB1's cost increases proportionally to C.
Execution
The time complexity of the match and overlay operations is of order O(p) where p is the maximum size of the ESA vectors being operated on. We will now analyze the execution algorithms presented in Section 5.2.3 and the execution of conventional systems.
Algorithm E1:
Step 1 takes a constant amount of time. The sets of triggered and executable knowledge sources, T and X, can be implemented efficiently by using bit vectors. Thus, in each execution cycle, the time complexity of maintaining T and X in Steps 2-4 is of order O(nL). Let the scheduling in Step 5 be of order O(s). Updating the S vector in
Step 6 is of order O(L). Thus, for each cycle, the time complexity of the execution algorithm E1 is of order O(nL + s).
Algorithm E2:
Similarly to E1, the computational complexity of the construction of an activation graph is of order O(n 2 ) and retrieving the children of a given node in a given graph takes constant time. Thus, Step 1 and Step 2 are of order O(n 2 ) and O(n), respectively. The rest of the steps have the same complexity as analyzed in Section 5.2.1. The computation time for each cycle is of order O(nL + s) and the overall time complexity of E2 is of order O(n 2 ).
Execution of conventional systems:
At runtime the execution cycle uses the conditions and actions to activate and execute the knowledge sources, as in the execution cycle shown in Figure 1 . Consider the time spent on execution for each execution cycle in BB1. The time required for Steps 2 and 3 is approximately 2nkb where b is the average time required for a blackboard operation.
The time complexity for scheduling (Step 4) and execution (Step 5) are of order O(s) and O(1), respectively. Thus, the total execution time required for BB1 is approximately (2nk + as + 1)bC, where C is the number of execution cycles and for some constant a. In section 5.2.2 we showed that the time required for activation in BB1 is approximately Cbnk 2 . Next we will compare the results of our analyses.
Comparison of execution times
We claim the following:
1. Using the activation graph in a pure system provides more efficient execution than a condensed system without the activation graph. 2. Condensing a pure blackboard system (whether using the activation graph or not) provides more efficient execution than conventional systems. Figure 21 summarizes the results of our analysis. The time complexity of the two pure systems is of the same order. This means that the execution efficiency will differ by only a constant factor. Comparing E1 and E2, for each execution cycle the main difference between E1 and E2 lies in Step 2. The time required for Step 2 is approximately 2n + vnL for Algorithm E1, and 2n + 1 for Algorithm E2, where v is the average time spent on a vector operation. Clearly, E2 provides more efficient execution than E1 and thus proves claim 1.
To prove claim 2, it suffices to compare E1 to the conventional execution cycle shown in Figure 1 . In Section 5.3.1.3, the total execution time required for the conventional system is shown to be approximately (nk 2 + 2nk + as + 1)bC where b is the time required for a blackboard retrieval. Using a similar analysis, the execution time of E1 is approximately (cnL + as + 1)vC, where v is as defined above and c is a constant.
In [16] the typical blackboard retrieval time is shown to be approximately 0.03 seconds for a well-organized blackboard. Thus, b = 0.03 in the formulas above. A vector element retrieval is a much simpler operation and should not take more than 10 cpu clock cycles. Assuming a clock rate of 30MHz, this means that v, the average vector element retrieval time, is approximately 0.0000003 seconds. The ratio b/v is thus 10 5 , which is very large compared to the other terms in the time analysis.
A comparison of the time complexities of the two execution methods reduces to comparing bnk 2 to vnL. Since L is bounded by nfk, which is approximately nk 2 , we can reduce the comparison to a comparison of b and vn. Since vn « b we conclude claim 2, that the execution time of a conventional system is much larger than the execution time of a condensed system by about four orders of magnitude.
Summary
We have presented efficient blackboard activation, execution and rating mechanisms suitable for BB1-style blackboard architectures. Our mechanisms combine compilation techniques, a matching network, and demon-based activation and rating to achieve an approximate doubling of overall speed, for all tested systems. We have demonstrated that, like production systems, activation in some blackboard systems can be a major efficiency problem, consuming, for example, an average of 55.8% of the processing time in our tested systems. Our efficiency mechanisms address this and reduce the time spent in activation to approximately 19.1% of the total runtime.
In addition, we have presented a method for condensing pure knowledge sources, an efficient activation mechanism using condensed knowledge sources, and two algorithms to efficiently execute condensed knowledge sources. The first algorithm executes condensed pure knowledge sources; the second uses the activation graph obtained from the condensed system for executing knowledge sources. Since any deterministic blackboard system can be converted to a pure system, this method is applicable to many existing systems. Our analysis shows that the time complexity of the execution cycle of the condensed form has improved on the conventional approach by the ratio of the time required for blackboard operations to the time required for vector operations. This ratio is relatively large and thus has a large impact on execution efficiency.
The methods in this paper provide a large increase in efficiency while maintaining the blackboard execution model. Often an expert system is reimplemented in another language for efficiency after it is completed. Reimplementation is a long and error-prone task. We described how condensing can eliminate the need to convert a finished blackboard system to another language for "efficiency reasons". Our approach provides efficiency by pre-compiling the activation and execution parts of applicable sets of knowledge sources. A conservative estimate shows that a speedup of four orders of magnitude is possible by utilizing condensed knowledge sources. This is most likely a greater speedup than is possible through reimplementation. Further work includes finding suitable formulations of control knowledge that can reap the benefits of the demon-based rating mechanism.
